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Executive Summary: 

 Inflation was not transitory.  At the end of 2021, the FOMC expected the Fed Funds rate to be 

0.75%  - 1.00%.  Fast forward a year and we stand at 4.25% - 4.50% on the Fed Funds.  This is the 

main catalyst for why equities declined across the board in 2022. 

 

 Supply lines are quickly improving and leading to prices coming down.  This decline in supply 

bottlenecks will only hasten as the Chinese government does away with a host of COVID 

protocols that limited economic productivity. 

 

 Inflation will continue to move lower, but it will not be uniform across the economy.  Energy, car 

prices, and home prices will decline, but food, rental rates, and service industries will remain 

elevated.  This paints a mixed picture from price inputs. 

 

 Surprises from the FOMC is all, but certain.  The FOMC has an incredibly volatile track record of 

managing the overnight interest rate.  Thus, their current projection of ~5.00% for year end 

2023 is hard to believe. 

 

 The labor market is beginning to show cracks as large employers are now laying off workers and 

job cuts are at a 7 year high (not counting COVID).  This will limit the FOMC’s ability to raise 

rates and set the stage for a more accommodative approach going forward. 

 

 Tactically, the short term will provide opportunities to put money to work.  Going back to 1960, 

the market bottomed prior to unemployment peaking and for the most part even before 

unemployment began to rise. 

 

 While consumers and businesses face the pain of higher interest rates, banks are in a euphoric 

state.  Deposit costs have not materially changed while mortgage rates have more than doubled 

and overnight lending has increased over 400bp (4.00%).  

 

 JP Morgan now has more money invested in overnight lending than total loans outstanding.  

This is the first time in history and makes perfect sense from JP Morgan.  Why take on the risk of 

a 30YR mortgage when overnight lending grants you a 4.50% yield? 

 

 This backdrop in interest rates is why Titan Investments has moved to overweight banks.  Capital 

rates remain incredibly strong, loan growth remains steady, and now banks can take our deposit 

dollars and make a significant spread on overnight lending. 

 

 The conflict in Ukraine seems to be deescalating or at least not approaching nuclear war.  Putin 

is now discussing negotiations, while the US has refused to send long range missiles to Ukraine.  

This in conjunction with falling natural gas prices is limiting Putin’s ability to fight a war.   
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 The tension over Taiwan increased through 2022 and hit a high point when Congresswoman 

Pelosi visited the island.  The issue with Taiwan as well as conflict in Ukraine indicates more 

growth for aerospace and cybersecurity as the deep pockets of Uncle Sam budget for conflict.     

 

 Not only is the market trading at a 11.6% discount to history, but the current price of the S&P 

indicates a more negative outlook than analysts’ estimates.  In other words, the negative 

sentiment of the past year has been priced in.   

 

 China has shot itself in the foot with strict COVID policies and regulation.  However, China did an 

about face on the measures in December and has set the stage for economic growth as well as 

set a low bar of productivity to beat. 

 

 Economic fundamentals are a mixed bag with employment a net positive, but survey data 

indicating weakness.  Nonetheless, the overall message from the fundamentals is that prices are 

coming down. 

 

 Wall street is incredibly bearish at the moment; thus one does not have to look far for negative 

headlines.  However, the silver lining of this mood is that if the bulk of constituents are bears, 

that implies little selling going forward. 

 

 Titan Investments fixed income focus will be on the short-term end of the curve.  Not only are 

yields currently the highest at this point of the curve, but it also comes with the least amount of 

interest rate risk. 

 

 Asset backed securities (specifically autos) are priced attractively to other securitized products 

such as mortgages.  Auto loans come with less interest rate risk, competitive rates, easier 

repossession, and little substitution. 

 

 Higher overnight and US Treasury rates limits the need to chase yield from high-risk bonds such 

as bank loans and high yield.  Titan Investments will treat fixed income as it should, to preserve 

the capital of investors. 

 

 Volatility has not spiked in the US.  Thus, the moment of capitulation remains elusive against a 

backdrop of falling prices.  Fortunately, history has shown any significant moment of 

capitulation is met by an aggressive rally.   

 

 One last note is purely technically but offers some euphoria.  Outside of the Dot.com Boom and 

Bust, the market has appreciated every year following a year of losses.  The general tone is a 

soft 1H23, but a resilient 2H23 in terms of market performance.   
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The Path of the Fed and Labor 

To say the Fed (FOMC) got inflation wrong would be an understatement.  For much of 2021 the FOMC 

called inflation transitory, per Fed Chairman Powell, “These one-time increases in prices are likely to 

have only transient effects on inflation.”   

This respite in inflation the FOMC was looking for never materialized and was only exacerbated by the 

war in Ukraine as inflation spiked in the months that followed.  Consumers were especially susceptible 

to this as gas prices rose over 40% from February to June.  International conflict along with supply chain 

pressure were the culprits that pushed inflation higher and higher.   

 

At year end 2021 the FOMC expected the overnight interest rate to be 0.75% - 1.00%.  Fast forward a 

year and we stand at 4.25% - 4.50%.  This path of inflation not only caught most off guard but was the 

negative catalyst that drove equity prices lower.   

The path of inflation through 2023 will remain the number one factor for the economy and the market, 

whether good or bad.  Thus, before determining where opportunity and pitfalls lie, a expectation on 

inflation needs to be quantified.  Titan Investments believes the main points to observe is as follows: 

1) Supply Lines 

2) Price Inputs  

3) Expected FOMC Surprises 

Supply Lines 

The Global Supply Chain Pressure Index is a summation of shipping rates, container rates, airfreight 

rates, as well as Purchasing Manager’s surveys to provide a snapshot of global supply pressure.   
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Currently the Pressure Index has a value of 1.2 or 1.2 standard deviations higher than normal.  Thus, the 

pressure in supply lines remains.  The remaining pressure largely stems from China as the most recent 

data saw US supplies improve, but China remaining a point of weakness given the steps they have taken 

against COVID.  However, as has largely been known through the month of December, the Chinese 

government is quickly reigning in these policies under the thought that Omicron is not nearly as deadly 

as Alpha.  This will continue to alleviate the pressure on supply lines and provide more momentum for 

this metric to move lower than higher in 2023.  Titan Investments sees this as not only an opportunity 

for prices to come down on less supply bottlenecks, but also a tailwind for the Chinese economy. 

Price Inputs 

Price inputs are quickly becoming a function of labor and the inherent pressure firms have faced to 

retain talent.   
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Roughly 27% of firms expect to raise prices over the coming 3 months.  This directly coincides with the 

percentage of firms who plan to increase compensation over the coming months.  Thus, the tightness 

(or difficulty in finding labor) in the US economy remains.  More importantly this same survey indicates 

almost 20% of firms do not expect higher sales.  This creates an incredibly important point as a 

constituency of business owners are indicating that despite raising prices on goods, their margins are set 

to deteriorate on higher labor costs, less volume, and/or a combination of the two.  All else equal this 

data indicates that price inputs from labor intensive goods such as agriculture, mining, and hospitality 

will remain elevated. 

However, oil, cars, and housing prices are not rising or adding to inflation, and if anything could be 

deflating. 

 

The price of oil has dropped over 35% from its June high and is quickly returning to a more historic 

range.  This metric becomes incredibly important in measuring inflation as the base effect will have a 

meaningful effect as 2023 progresses.  If we rewind the clock to May of 2022, oil prices had increased 

73% and Energy makes up ~6% of CPI.  Thus over 1/3 of inflation was attributable to energy prices.  The 

opposite is set to take stage for 2023 as an unchanged oil price will be a ~30% price decrease.  

Sam Fiorani, VP of Global Vehicle Forecasting at AutoForecast Solutions, said, “The easing of the 

microchip shortage and new-car production improvements are responsible for the recent drop in used-

car prices.”  Used car prices are very similar to oil in the sense that the base effect of inflation will 

increasingly turn this price metric negative and deflationary all else equal.  Baring another chip shortage 

and/or World War III there is little reason to expect demand to catch up to supply and push prices 

higher. 

Since June of 2022, home prices have been in decline.  The S&P Case Schiller indicates that a $500K 

home in June of 2022 is now worth ~$480K as of November 2022.  However, the cost of shelter has 

remained frustratingly elevated at 7.4% on an annual basis.  This increase in housing cost is largely a 

function of higher interest rates.  In addition, the higher cost of labor and thereby construction cost will 

either disincentivize new supply and/or argue for higher rental rates.  Given the backdrop on higher 

financing costs as well as labor costs, the cost of shelter will largely be tied to employment and the 

overall health of the economy.   
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The projection for price inputs remains incredibly volatile and case by case given the underlying input.  

Nonetheless, from a macro perspective, Titan investments sees energy, cars, and household goods being 

deflationary while food, housing, and services remains inflationary. 

Expected FOMC Surprises 

Per the dot plot above, the FOMC expects the overnight interest rate to be 5.00% - 5.25% come year 

end 2023.  This implies the overnight interest rate will rise 0.75% through 2023 with the bulk of that 

increase taking place by June 2023.   In addition, Chairman Powell spoke very strongly against inflation in 

December: 

 There will be some softening in labor market conditions 

 Worst pain would come from rates not being high enough 

 Need substantially more evidence on inflation easing 

 Core services inflation will take a while to get down 

 Fed still has some ways to go on rate hikes 

Chairman Powell turned a lot more hawkish in 2022, but even during the most recent press conference 

there were slivers the FOMC is almost done increasing the overnight interest rate. 

 Fed to do all it can to achieve dual-mandate goals 

 Fed 2023 rate estimates represent peak rate 

 Fed is into restrictive territory on rates 

 Size of February rate hike will depend on incoming data 

Taking all these statements into account, indicates the art it takes to serve as the Fed Chairman.  

Chairman Powell has effectively painted a picture of rates rising in the short term, but thereafter 

remaining elevated until inflation comes down to a more moderate level.  What determines a moderate 

level is up to the FOMC, but history paints a volatile track record of the FOMC. 

Time Of Increase Total Change Time of Decrease Total Change Days Between 
Rate Peak and Cuts 

Jan. 1973 – May 1974 5.50% - 13.00% May 1974 – May 1975 13.00% - 5.25% 0 

Aug. 1977 – Mar. 1980 6.00% - 20.00% May 1981 – Apr. 1983 20.00% - 8.50% 390 

Mar. 1988 – Mar. 1989 6.50% - 9.75% May 1989 – Oct. 1992 9.75% - 3.00% 60 
Jan. 1994 – Apr. 1995 3.00% - 6.00% Sept. 2000 – Oct. 2003 6.50% - 1.00% 1920 

Jun. 2004 – Aug. 2006 1.00% - 5.25% Aug. 2007 – Jan. 2009 5.25% - 0.25% 360 

Apr. 2022 - ??? 0.25% - ??? N/A N/A N/A 
Given the FOMC’s projection they expect to remain at that ~5.00% rate for all of 2023 and into 2024.  

However, the historic pattern of the FOMC has been incredibly volatile with elevated rates remaining for 

half a decade such as the late 90s or not at all such as the mid-70s and late-80s.  Projecting rates is an 

incredibly hard business and this graph indicates little reason to think the FOMC’s dot plot will resemble 

reality.  This is especially the case the further one looks out (such as 2024). 

The median projection for the overnight interest rate in 2024 is 4.00% - 4.25%.  This implies 100bp of 

rate cuts between a FOMC peak in mid 2023 to year end 2024.  However, history shows that once the 

FOMC begins to cut it has been a lot more aggressive than 100bp over 18 months. 
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Given the FOMC’s historic action to cut the overnight rate at an expediated pace, the gradual decline 

currently projected seems like a stretch.  Assuming history proves correct, the FOMC would turn 

accommodative (dovish) towards credit.  This would result in lower overnight interest rates and more 

favorable credit terms all else equal. 

One last factor that needs to be taken into consideration with inflation is the labor market.   

Labor Market 

From a macro perspective, the labor market remains very strong and very stable. 

 

The unemployment rate remains near a historic low of 3.70% while earnings continue to grow at 5.0%.  

However, because this is macro centric variable, it is often times the last to reflect any labor market 

weakness. 
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The number of job cuts recently hit a 7 year high (not counting COVID).  In addition, the labor 

participation rate is 62.1%, near a post COVID high.  In other words, consumers are returning to the 

labor force (albeit at a slow pace), while the number of job cuts is accelerating to historic points of 

economic weakness.  Titan Investments sees the underlying trends in the labor market quickly forming 

cracks and limiting the ability of the FOMC to raise rates all the while reducing consumer demand and 

inflation.  This would fit the narrative Chairman Powell seeks to fill.  

Conclusion 

There is a very high probability that the FOMC raises interest early in 2023.  However, Titan believes the 

rate of increases will meaningfully slow and peak early 2023.  This will come on the heels of a weakening 

labor market, improving supply lines (largely from China), and the base effect of measuring inflation 

slowly bringing CPI down.  In addition, the historic actions of the FOMC have shown the committee is 

much more aggressive in cutting rates than currently forecasted via the dot plot.   
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Lastly, assuming the FOMC’s projection comes to pass and the labor market begins to weaken with 

unemployment rising, history indicates a very attractive point to enter the market.  During every point 

of FOMC tightening back to 1960, the market bottomed before unemployment peaked and mostly 

before it even meaningfully increased.   

Higher Rates for Some in the Global Economy 

Anyone who has recently financed a home, car, rental property, or even taken out credit card debt was 

most likely caught off guard given the increase in interest rates.   

 

The FOMC only has direct control over the overnight interest rate, but interest rates across the board 

rose through 2022.  Thus, the increase in consumer and commercial loans is not surprising, but what 

remains suppressed is checking and savings accounts.  
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Any point past the 10YR portion of the yield curve has seen interest rates rise 225bp at least, while the 

average 30YR mortgage has increased ~325bp.  In addition, banks have seen overnight interest rates rise 

from 0.25% to 4.50% while the average checking account remains at 0.75%.  Thus, while the current 

interest rate environment has weighed on any borrower the banks are in a great position.  Consider the 

following: 

A year ago a bank paid 0.75% for the average deposit dollar and could either loan it out for 30 years 

at 3.25% or invest overnight at 0.25%.  Today, that same bank is paying 0.75% for the average deposit 

dollar and could either loan it out for 30 years at 6.675% or invest overnight at 4.50%. 

One does not have to look any farther than the US’s largest bank, JP Morgan Chase (JPM) to understand 

how banks are capturing this opportunity. 

JP Morgan Chase 12/31/2016 12/31/2019 9/30/2022 
Total Deposits ($M) $1,375,179 $1,562,341 $2,462,303 

Total Loans ($M) $894,765 $997,620 $1,112,633 

Fed Funds Rate 0.75% 1.75% 4.50% 
Cash & Interbank Assets ($M) $716,011 $652,546 $1,139,281 

JPM now has more funds (largely deposit dollars) invested in overnight investments such as the Fed 

Funds than their entire loan book!  This is the first time in history this has occurred. 

This makes perfect sense from the perspective of JPM.  Why would you loan out deposit dollars you pay 

little to take on the risk of a borrower at 6.675% over 30 years versus investing in an overnight risk free 

rate of 4.50%?  Where it becomes even more eye popping is when revenue comes into play. 

JP Morgan Chase 12/31/2016 12/31/2019 9/30/2022 

Total Revenue ($M) $95,668 $115,720 $124,147 
Avg. Fed Funds  0.52% 2.29% 2.42% 

Cash & InterB Rev. (w/ Avg. Fed Funds) $3,723 $14,943 $27,571 

% of Revenue from Cash & InterB 3.9% 12.9% 22.2% 

Making the ultra-conservative assumption the FOMC does not hike in 2023, JPM will generate $51,268 

billion dollars from overnight interest rates.  This would amount to over $10 billion dollars in 

incremental revenue, nearly 10% revenue growth, and seeing little to no credit or interest rate risk. 

This example highlights why Titan Investments has overweighted large money center banks and sees 

objective evidence that not only will revenue grow regardless of inflation but do so at little to no risk. 

JPM is not unique as the entire banking sector will have the ability to take advantage of this trend.  

However, JPM is not only the largest bank with the largest depositor base, but also has the ability to 

capture investment banking revenue in the event the economy underwent a surprising renaissance of 

growth. 

Given banks stand to make more, firms that have taken on significant debt and/or have little ability to 

raise prices face margin risk in this higher rate environment.  The sectors most susceptible to this risk 

are Energy, Materials, and Consumer Staples.    
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Not only are these sectors more leveraged than peers, but one could easily make the argument they 

have no ability to raise prices.  Energy and Material firms are simply price takers, selling their respective 

commodity at whatever price the market deems.  Thus, if energy or metal prices take a significant 

downturn, higher interest rate costs will only weigh down margins for these sectors.   

Staples have slightly more room to raise price on consumers as their products are usually need based 

and little competition exists for 1st tier brands such as Campbell Soup (CPB) and Clorox.  However, the 

downturn of 2022 saw more funds move towards staples and has now created a valuation issue.         
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A company such as CPB trades at a near 19x P/E high.  While this in and of itself is not necessarily a 

reason to be bearish, consider the most recent quarterly results of CPB-Sales grew 15%.  All else equal 

this is great news, but 16% growth came on the back of price increases.  In other words, actual volumes 

were down 1%.  Despite CPB being a top tier brand, CPB cannot count on simply raising prices to grow 

the topline.  This is especially the case if the consumer is being forced to pay more for rent, gas, and 

other grocery items.  Consumers will begin to seek out alternatives. 

Another reason Staples face valuation issues is alternative sectors. 

   

 Not only does CPB trade at an elevated multiple, but it is elevated to other sectors such as Technology 

when comparing multiples (represented by Apple in this graph).  This becomes especially problematic 

when considering AAPL’s growth, negative net debt, and margins compared to CPB.   

Rising and elevated interest rates is an environment not witnessed since 2003.  Even then the 10YR 

Treasury rose from 3.75% to 5.25% over 3 years, whereas today we have seen the 10YR rise from 0.75% 

to 3.75% in 1 year.  This environment demands a new solution where lower cost money and simply 

refinancing existing debt will not be nearly as accretive to margin as it has been in the past.  Energy, 

Materials, and Consumer Staples will no longer be able to finance money losing ventures or dividends.  

On the other hand, banks stand in a great spot.  Even if loan growth materially slows on the back of a 

weak economy, funds can still be invested at 4.50% overnight with little to no risk.  This will permit 

banks to be more diligent in their due diligence process, thereby selecting the best lending options. 
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Sabre Rattling 

The war in Ukraine has been a disaster for Putin and the Russians.  Not only did they fail to achieve their 

goal of removing Zelensky and company from office, but now the Ukrainians are winning territory back.   

        

Additional embarrassment has fallen on Russia following its annexation of Donetsk, Luhansk, Kherson, 

and Zaporizhzhia.  This annexation came in October with many thinking Russia would target the latter 

two.  Russia did, but still lost the territory to Ukraine.     

Melinda Haring, outgoing Deputy Director of the Atlantic Council’s Eurasia Center stated, “Vladmir Putin 

doesn’t have much game left in terms of military ability in Ukraine.  His supply lines are exhausted.  His 

men are exhausted.  He’s trying desperately to defend the land that he’s taken.” 

However, there does seem to be some light at the end of the tunnel.  Putin said, “We are ready to 

negotiate with everyone involved about acceptable solutions, but that is up to them – we are not the 

ones refusing to negotiate, they are.”  In addition, the US is supposedly pushing Ukraine to negotiate 

with Russia and bring an end to this conflict.  While this is no guarantee of peace or any sort of 

resolution, the very idea of negotiations was a pipe dream a couple of months ago.   

Fears of sabre rattling are also taking a back seat as the US has refused to send Ukraine long range 

missiles for fear of escalation.  This lack of military infrastructure the US refuses to provide Ukraine 
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could easily be argued as an indirect olive branch to Putin.  At the same time Putin stated “I don’t think 

it’s so dangerous,” when asked about the geopolitical conflict with the West.   

Russia will remain a no go in terms of investment, but the overall trend of the conflict is moving in the 

right direction compared to its recent history.  Obviously the statements made by Putin could simply be 

lies, but the reality is his military has been embarrassed on a global stage and he seems to be seeking an 

exit from the conflict that allows him to claim some false victory. 

Putin’s incentive for fanning the flames of war have also been dampened by Europe’s ability to source 

natural gas.  Natural gas prices in Europe are now at pre-invasion lows reflecting the continent’s 

conservation efforts, US supply, and mild winter.  This has resulted in not only Putin alienating his nation 

from the rest of the world, but now Europe is quickly concluding that they no longer need to be 

dependent on Russian energy. 

Another point of geopolitical conflict is taking place over Taiwan.  The US Senate finalized the National 

Defense Authorization Act in December of 2022 with a vote of 83-11.  This highly bipartisan Act came 

with the following highlights: 

 Deter China by increasing our investments in the Pacific Deterrence Initiative and authorizing 

the Taiwan Enhanced Resilience Act of 2022. 

 Modernizing our military technology and capabilities, including hypersonic weapons, artificial 

intelligence, quantum technologies, and biotechnologies. 

 Strengthening the Department of Defense’s cybersecurity strategy and capabilities. 

 

In response to the US’s Act, China had both warplanes and warships fly and sail to the Taiwanese coast.  

This stems from the idea that China considers Taiwan part of China, while the rest of the world seeing 

Taiwan as an independent nation.   

Sabre rattling only increased through 2022 as Taiwan President Tsai referred to the country as Taiwan 

and never the Republic of China (historically both were used).  In addition, Congresswoman Pelosi 
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visited Taiwan (the first visit by the House Speaker in 25 years).  In retaliation, China fired a missile over 

Taiwan when Congresswoman Pelosi was present.   

Despite Taiwan’s geographically size, it produces 65% of the world’s semiconductors and 90% of 

advanced chips.  This is only inflamed by the US’s and China’s dependence on the island for critical 

supplies to power the ever evolving and growing technology sectors.   

Given the fragile state of the US’s and China’s economic situation, Titan is dissuaded of any near term 

action that would result in supplies being pinched.  This would only exacerbate inflation for the world at 

a time when inflation seems to finally be moving in the right direction.   

Nonetheless, given the ongoing conflict in Ukraine and friction over Taiwan, Titan Investments views the 

aerospace and cyber industry as a necessary part of the investment portfolio.  This has resulted in a 

position in Lockheed Martin, Palo Alto Networks, and Tenable Holdings over the past year and for the 

foreseeable future given the following points: 

 The US and European Union do not want to fall behind in terms of military spending.  This is 

especially the case as Russia continues to attack Ukraine. 

 Military innovation is constantly evolving and is requiring more and more dollars to be 

funneled from the US Dept. of Defense to aerospace firms. 

 Uncle Sam’s “pockets” are the deepest in the world.  Thus, even in a potential 2023 recession 

the amount spent on defense will remain resilient. 
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US Equity Market 

Earnings Review: 

 

The S&P 500 dropped 20% in 2022 with the Nasdaq and technology moving even lower, down 33%.  This 

has resulted in the market trading at a 11.6% discount to its recent history.  However, this discount is 

based on an estimated earnings growth of 5%.  If we truly are entering a recession with falling earnings, 

sensitivity analysis on earnings is warranted: 

S&P 500 
Current Earnings Per Share Estimated Earnings Growth Resulting P/E 

 
 

~$221.2 

5% 16.5x 

0% 17.3x 
-5% 18.2x 

-10% 19.2x 

-15% 20.3x 

-20% 21.6x 
Given the resulting P/E, the focus now becomes how much does the market need to come down for 

those elevated multiples to reflect the 10YR average of 18.4x. 

S&P 500 

Current S&P 500 Estimated Earnings Growth Resulting Appreciation/Depreciation 

 
 

~$3,825 

5% 11.7% 
0% 6.4% 

-5% 1.1% 

-10% -4.2% 
-15% -9.6% 

-20% -14.8% 

The resulting pricing indicates the market is moving towards earnings to decline 5%, given little to no 

price change.   Thus, the markets current price has factored in more negativity than projections would 

10.0x

12.0x

14.0x

16.0x

18.0x

20.0x

22.0x

24.0x

26.0x

28.0x S&P 500 P/E Ratio

Lower Ratio = historically 
undervalued equity market

Higher Ratio = historically 
overvalued equity market

Description Latest Historic Avg. Over/(Under) Value (%)
Spot P/E 17.5x 19.8x (11.6%) 
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have you believe.  This is viewed as a net positive, given the more negative sentiment, implies more 

selling and “hot money” is on the sidelines.  

Applying a similar process to equities based off size and growth yields the following: 

 

Small cap growth is the most discounted while large cap growth is trading at the highest premium.  This 

indicates continued weakness for the Teslas of the world despite being down ~75% over the past year.   

Titan Investments has largely moved towards a Mid Cap Blend that is not only trading at a discount to its 

20-year history, but we believe offers more downside protection in the event earnings were to decline 

more than 5%. 

Given the expected decline in earnings, profitability and margin will be incredibly important to  

underlying investments.  Titan Investments has a specific focus on profitable firms that will be able to 

weather any sort of economic storm more than peers: 

 MasterCard (MA) – The world is increasingly moving away from cash and into electronic 

transactions whether credit card or a 3rd party payment platform.  MA will not only benefit from 

this ongoing trend, but the reopening of global economies and cross border transactions.  Lastly, 

if a recession takes places, consumers will be slow to get rid of their main median of exchange. 

 KLA (KLAC) – The growing volume and especially sophistication of semiconductors will only 

escalate overtime.  Thus, the quality of these semiconductors is paramount to technological 

performance.  Management stands at the forefront of this service and has very little overhead 

to deal with if a recession took place. 

 Phillip Morris (PM) – As we all know, nicotine is addictive.  This addictive product has proven to 

not only grow in stable times but outperform during periods of economic duress.  This is most 

likely a function of stressed consumers looking for escapes.   

 Regeneron Pharmaceuticals (REGN) – Whether the economy is growing or shrinking the same 

number of people will suffer from cancer and age-related macular degeneration.  This provides 
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management a growing patient pool regardless of the economy, all the while capturing the most 

market share in their respective fields. 

Overseas  

Last year the rest of the world declined in a similar fashion to the US.  However, the decline was more 

pronounced as the rest of the world trades at a 18.4% discount to its recent average. 

 

Where this becomes even more pronounced is China.   

 

8.0x

10.0x

12.0x

14.0x

16.0x

18.0x

20.0x

22.0x

Apr-07 Apr-08 Apr-09 Apr-10 Apr-11 Apr-12 Apr-13 Apr-14 Apr-15 Apr-16 Apr-17 Apr-18 Apr-19 Apr-20 Apr-21 Apr-22

ACWI ex-US P/E Ratio

Lower Ratio = historically 
undervalued equity market

Higher Ratio = historically 
overvalued equity market

Description Latest Historic Avg. Over/(Under) Value (%)
Spot P/E 12.0x 14.7x (18.4%)
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The S&P 500 has outperformed the Shanghai 300 by 7.50% per year over the past 3 years.  This can 

largely be attributed to the strict measures China took around COVID as well as the regulatory 

crackdown from the Chinese Communist Party (CCP).  However, the mood from the CCP has changed 

drastically over the past 30 days: 

 A host of COVID policies ended abruptly. 

 Stimulus and support is coming for Chinese real estate. 

 Ending a ban on Australian coal imports. 

 Approving corporate actions (Alibaba) so that Ant can act as a financial holding company. 

 New Chinese Foreign Minister Qin Gang has praised the US and supports growth of US-Chinese 

relations. 

The end of isolationist policies (COVID, coal imports, and approving corporate actions) will dial up the 

growth for the Chinese economy all else equal.  In addition, given the COVID policies of the past 3 years 

an easy argument could be made for pent up demand.   

Despite the good news coming from the Far East, the US and Titan face the same regulatory issues that 

have always hampered Chinese investment-VIEs. 

The CCP (Chinese Communist Party) forbids foreign investment in domestic companies.  However, 

Chinese firms have figured out a complicated legal structure called a variable interest entity (VIE) to 

embrace foreign capital. 

 

In short, the Chinese firm creates an offshore holding company with the same name of the parent firm, 

but owns a second firm that promises to pay financial contracts indicative of the parent firm’s 

performance.  This convoluted structure effectively relies on a promise by the Chinese government that 

they will fulfill the contract to any foreign investor.  The sheer amount of foreign capital has been 

incredibly lucrative for the Chinese economy but VIEs also have a dark side. 

In 2011, Jack Ma (Founder of Alibaba) separated AliPay from Alibaba.  In the US, shareholders would 

first vote on the spin off, and if the spin off went through, they would be granted their appropriate 

Source: Law Society of Hong Kong 
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shares in both AliPay and Alibaba.  However, in the VIE structure owners had no say on the spin off and 

were left holding Alibaba minus Alipay with no financial or legal recourse.  Thus, if the sabre rattling 

around Taiwan were to escalate the CCP could easily bankrupt the VIEs and provide no explanation to 

foreign investors.  This gets even scarier when the largest current holders are Vanguard, BlackRock, 

Fidelity, State Street, Dodge & Cox, and US banks.  Thus, the CCP has significant leverage over middle 

class American’s 401k with most Americans completely unaware of this significant risk.  

Given the discounted nature of the Chinese economy, but lack of investment alternatives, Titan 

Investments has tiptoed into the sector.  We have targeted Alibaba (BABA) and the iShares MSCI China 

ETF.  Titan Investments has made it a point of accountability to avoid ETFs as actual investment 

decisions are made by iShares (BlackRock).  However, this ETF provides exposure to Chinese A Shares 

that do not fall under the VIE structure.  Thus, we have overweighted China relative to other markets 

with a specific focus on A Shares to avoid the pitfalls that come with individual firms such as TenCent. 

Economic Fundamentals 

One final area to address is economic fundamentals.  This is a mixed picture as certain sectors are 

feeling the pain more so than others.  In addition, some metrics such as employment tend to be lagging 

indicators while survey data tends to be more forward looking. 
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Survey data and housing are clearly showing signs of weakness like job openings and cuts.  However, 

each graph deserves some context: 

 Outlooks – All have been trending in the wrong direction since March of 2021.  Thus, the 

negative fundamentals and sentiment has most likely been priced in over the past 18 months. 

 Housing – This is clearly slowing on the back of higher interest rates.  However, the inventory 

of new and existing homes remains at a historic low.  Even if homes sale slow on the back of 

higher interest rates, the lack of supply will limit price declines. 

 Manufacturing – Industrial growth has slowed, but the prices paid for goods has meaningfully 

declined.  This is clearly deflationary and could result in inflation coming down faster than 

currently projected. 

One final economic factor to consider is the activity taking place across the globe. 
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The US and Europe were able to rebound and grow at a higher rate than Asia and South America post 

COVID.  However, the economic pain felt by China, Japan, and Brazil seems to be waning while the US 

and Europe are clearly slowing down.  This serves as another data point for China and other emerging 

markets that have been beaten down over the past 12 months and are beginning to gather momentum 

heading into 2023. 

Conclusion 

Multiples paint a mixed picture as the actions of the S&P 500 indicate an expectation for earnings to 

come down despite the average estimate calling for 5% growth.  Titan Investments believes that actions 

(via prices) speak louder than words and more negative sentiment has been baked into prices than 

headlines would have you believe.  Consider the base case for a host of institutions across the globe: 

Bulls Neutral Bears 
BCA Research 
T. Rowe Price 

Amundi Asset Management 
Brandywine Global 

Carmignac 
Commonwealth Financial 

DWS 
Franklin Templeton 

Goldman Sachs 
Macquarie Asset Mgmt. 
Principal Asset Mgmt. 

Robeco 
State Street 
Wells Fargo 

AXA Investment Managers 
Bank of America 

Barclays 
BlackRock Investment Institute 

BNP Paribus 
BNY Mellon Investment Management 

Citigroup 
Columbia Threadneedle 

Comerica Wealth Management 
Credit Suisse 

Deutsche Bank 
Fidelity 

Generali Investments 
HSBC 

JPMorgan 
Morgan Stanley 

NatWest 
Ned Davis Research 
Neuberger Berman 

Northern Trust 
Nuveen 
Pimco 

Societe Generale 
Truist Wealth 

UBS 
Vanguard 

The majority are bearish with some neutral and a couple bullish.  If you truly believe the market is 

headed for a material recession you have largely done one thing and that is sold.  Thus, the price 

depreciation that comes from everyone in the bearish column has been priced into the market.  This 

play on sentiment as well as multiples has set the stage for things to be cautiously optimistic in terms of 

expected return.   
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The reopening of China will be a tailwind for the global economy all else equal.  In addition, the 

favorable policies put into place by the CCP has created a unique opportunity abroad and this does not 

even consider the place of strength the USD sits at. 

Lastly, the term recession will be thrown around a lot in early 2023 as the FOMC continues to hike to 

combat inflation.  However, the traditional definition of “recession” (two consecutive quarters of 

negative GDP) was completely ignored in 2022 as Q1 and Q2 both saw negative GDP growth.  A more 

important factor to watch will be that of market capitulation.  Whether one views the dot.com bust, 

2008, or COVID, each time in history came with a moment of sheer market panic.  These points of 

capitulation saw the S&P 500 decline ~30% in less than 60 days.  However, this capitation was met by an 

aggressive rally where those losses were erased in a matter of months.   
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Global Fixed Income Market 

As the world has now become familiar with, interest do in fact go up.   

 

Titan Investments sees little reason to own any bonds that mature more than three years out in time.  

At best this would result in a similar yield, but significantly more interest rate risk.  Just as banks are 

currently doing, Titan Investments will be focusing on the very short end of the curve garnering a 4.50% 

yield with no interest or credit risk.   

In addition to short term US Treasuries, value is beginning to take shape in less thought of fixed income 

vehicles.  One of the main vehicles Titan will be targeting is Automobile ABS, in other words the loans 

that consumers take on their vehicles.  The average auto loan in the US carries a term of 70 months at 

4.75% while a typical mortgage is 360 months at 6.675%.  In addition, to less interest rate risk, 

automobiles in general are a lot easier to repossess than a home.  Lastly, if the US does enter a 

significant recession one can bring their car to work, but not their home.  All these positive factors that 

inherently come with Auto ABS, is why Titan will look towards these alternatives rather than take on 

significant mortgage risk for marginal yield. 

A more traditional asset class such as corporate bonds offer some meaningful spread above the US 

Treasury, but come with credit and interest rate risk.   Not counting the initial shock of COVID, spreads 

are at a 5 year high, pricing in the recession that has yet to materialize.  This serves as a catalyst to 

increase credit exposure, but at a conservative pace given the elevated yields that come from US 

Treasuries as well as spreads widening further if fundamentals deteriorated more than expected. 

Source: Bloomberg 
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Outside of corporate bonds resides more risky fixed income classes.  However, these asset classes are 

trading at a premium to safer alternatives.   

 

This is especially the case for high yield and leveraged loans.  Titan Investments had maintained a 

significant position in Bank Loans given their floating rate structure while overnight rates were close to 

zero.  However, the recent actions by the FOMC have raised the yields of leveraged loans, but 

significantly raised the credit risk as rates have more than doubled.  Given the 4.50% yield that can be 
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garnered overnight for no credit risk, bank loans and their significant credit risk offered little incremental 

value in this new normal we find ourselves in.  

One last fixed income class to address is that of high yield.     

 

High yield spreads have widened on the back of recession fears.  However, defaults remain historically 

low while spreads do not reflect the level that typically accompanies a recession.  In other words, 

investment grade corporate bonds have priced a recession more so than high yield.  In the event a 

significant recession does come to pass, high yield spreads will widen and high yield bond prices will 

meaningfully move lower. 

The level of short-term rates provides plenty of reason to focus on the short end with little incentive to 

chase yield from risky borrowers.  In addition, given the FOMC expects to cap out at 5.00 – 5.25%, there 

is little reason to buy floating rate or bank loans given the change from the FOMC is not dramatic from 

the current level.  Titan Investments will treat fixed income as it should be-the asset class to preserve 

capital. 
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Volatility 

Despite markets declining across the board in 2022, volatility remains fairly subdued all things 

considered. 

 

This is in indicator no capitulation point has been reached.   

One quick technical point to make is that over the past 60 years any point the market had a negative 

return on the year, the following year saw appreciation with one exception-the Dot.com Bust.   

Source: Bloomberg 
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From a price movement standpoint, 2022 looked very similar to 2012 – 2014.  However, that price 

movement was more to the downside than upside.  Thus, the momentum of the market has been lower.   

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to ask. 

Kenny Blickenstaff, CFA 

Founder, Titan Investments 

 

+/-1% +/-2% +/-3% +/-4% +/-5% +/->6%

2001 143 80 17 4 3 1

2002 125 74 35 11 4 2

2003 170 67 11 4 0 0

2004 211 41 0 0 0 0

2005 222 30 0 0 0 0

2006 222 27 2 0 0 0

2007 186 48 16 1 0 0

2008 119 62 30 14 10 18

2009 135 62 32 12 8 3

2010 176 54 14 7 1 0

2011 156 61 23 5 6 1

2012 200 44 6 0 0 0

2013 214 34 4 0 0 0

2014 214 32 6 0 0 0

2015 180 62 7 3 0 0

2016 204 39 8 1 0 0

2017 243 8 0 0 0 0

2018 187 44 14 4 2 0

2019 30 6 1 0 0 0

2020 65 16 11 7 2 8

2021 48 7 0 0 0 0

2022 76 34 9 2 1 0

Average 160 42 11 3 2 2

Trading Days
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Disclosures: 

 

Titan Investment Management LLC is a registered investment adviser located in ZIONSVILLE, IN. TIML may 

only transact business in those states in which it is registered or qualifies for an exemption or exclusion from 

registration requirements. 

Information presented is for educational purposes only and does not intend to make an offer or solicitation for the 

sale or purchase of any specific securities, investments, or investment strategies.  Investments involve risk and 

unless otherwise stated, are not guaranteed.  Be sure to first consult with a qualified financial adviser, tax 

professional and/or legal counsel before implementing any strategy discussed herein.  

 
This presentation is limited to the dissemination of general information regarding TIML’s investment advisory 

services. Any client examples were hypothetical and used to demonstrate a concept.  

 

Past performance is not indicative of future performance.  Any performance shown for the relevant time 

periods is based upon composite results of a TIML portfolios. Portfolio performance is the result of the application of 

the TIML’s investment process. The composite includes [insert description, for example, all accounts managed by 

RIA FIRM NAME]. 

Therefore, no current or prospective client should assume that future performance of any specific investment, 

investment strategy (including the investments and/or investment strategies recommended by TIML), or product 

referenced directly or indirectly in this presentation, will be profitable.  Different types of investments involve 

varying degrees of risk, & there can be no assurance that any specific investment or investment strategy will 

suitable for a client’s or prospective client’s investment portfolio. 

 

Readers of the information contained on this Document should be aware that any action taken by the 

viewer/reader based on this information is taken at their own risk. This information does not address individual 

situations and should not be construed or viewed as any typed of individual or group recommendation. Opinions 

and statements are based on the current market conditions are subject to change without notice.  We believe the 

information provided is reliable but should not be assumed to be accurate or complete.  The views and strategies 

described may not be suitable for all investors. TIML used displays, charts, graphs and formulas to discuss market 

conditions and a variety of holdings – these are not intended to be used by themselves to determine which 

securities to buy or sell, or when to buy or sell them.  Such charts and graphs are date sensitive and offer limited 

information and are not appropriate to rely on for investment decisions.  

 

Backtested Performance Disclosure Statement 
Backtested performance is NOT an indicator of future actual results. There are limitations inherent in hypothetical 

results particularly that the performance results do not represent the results of actual trading using client assets, 

but were achieved by means of retroactive application of a Backtested model that was designed with the benefit of 

hindsight. The results reflect performance of a strategy not historically offered to investors and do NOT represent 

returns that any investor actually attained. Backtested results are calculated by the retroactive application of a 

model constructed on the basis of historical data and based on assumptions integral to the model which may or 

may not be testable and are subject to losses. 

 
Backtested performance is developed with the benefit of hindsight and has inherent limitations.  
  
Specifically, Backtested results do not reflect actual trading, or the effect of material economic and market factors 

on the decision-making process, or the skill of the adviser. Since trades have not actually been executed, results 

may have under- or over-compensated for the impact, if any, of certain market factors, such as lack of liquidity, 

and may not reflect the impact that certain economic or market factors may have had on the decision-making 

process. Further, backtesting allows the security selection methodology to be adjusted until past returns are 

maximized. Actual performance may differ significantly from Backtested performance. 

 
Model portfolio performance is not shown net of the model advisory fee of 1.00% the average fee charged by Titan 

Investment Management LLC, and gross of trading costs based on our Custodian TD Ameritrade. Performance does 

not reflect the deduction of other fees or expenses, including but not limited to brokerage fees, custodial fees and 

fees and expenses charged by mutual funds and other investment companies. Performance results shown include 

the reinvestment of dividends and interest on cash balances where applicable. The data used to calculate the 

model performance was obtained from sources deemed reliable and then organized and presented by Titan 

Investment Management LLC. 

 


